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That’s Life News

On both Thorne and Hatfield scrub removal works are

Life as they say goes on and although it only seems a

and also by using heavy duty mulching machines. Whilst

few minutes since I wrote the last update things never
stay still for long. Sadly just before Christmas we lost
half of our Estate Team, it was extremely careless of
us. However the good news is that the intrepid trio
can still be seen doing their own land management
contracting works throughout Yorkshire and beyond.
So many thanks to Gareth Trewick, James Roberts
and Brad Carpenter for all their hard work and
for getting the project off the ground, I am sure
everyone will join me in wishing them all success

taking place both by hand cutting (i.e. using chainsaws)
relatively noisy, they are efficient and some significant
areas of scrub will be pulverised over the next few
weeks. Some of the machinery is quite heavy (16 tonnes)
but whilst they have a ground pressure of less than a
human foot, some ground disturbance is inevitable.
Past experience has shown that wounds heal relatively
quickly after remedial work and in favourable conditions.
As well as the physical works the monitoring work
progresses and the work done on the nightjars is

in their new venture.

reported elsewhere in Moor Space 3. Invertebrate

Contractors are busy on site with both the

of specimens are being sorted before going for

implementation of the Water Level Management Plan
works and the scrub removal. Doncaster East Internal
Drainage Board’s contractors who are implementing
the WLMP are on site constructing large tilting weirs on
Thorne Moors on Angle Drain and by Blue Bridge. These
large structures are part of the network of structures
being put in place to control water movement on site,
which should allow more precise control of water levels
– a significant prerequisite of restoring the Moors to a
healthy state. These structures are due to be completed
by mid-April. However the wet winter weather has not
helped in our efforts to disturb the access tracks as
little as possible. We will however restore them to the
best condition resources will allow both during and
after the construction works have been completed,
please bear with us on our efforts to restore this
beautiful site to its former glory.

sampling has been carried out and the thousands
identification to respective experts in each group.
We are also engaged with the University of York who
through two PhD students will be delivering both the
nightjar work but also some work on the ecosystem
services and socio-economic reporting requirements
of the EU LIFE+ grant.
We are currently planning our events programme and
in the next edition of Moor Space we should see a good
and interesting programme of events for the late spring
and summer months. Let’s hope as I sit here writing
this and once again the heaven’s open, that we are
rewarded with a warm and pleasant summer so much
more conducive to the enjoyment of this internationally
important site.
David Hargreaves, LIFE+ Project Manager

Take care
✻ There are many old peat workings, drains and
water courses. You are strongly advised to keep
to way marked walks and existing tracks.
✻ Please take responsibility for your own safety.
In hot weather you will need a sunhat, drinking
water and insect repellent.

Professional or amateur
naturalists: who has made the
biggest contribution?
What do Charles Darwin, Gilbert White, John Ray,
James Francis Stephens and Annie Lorrain Smith
have in common? They were what would be loosely

✻ Dogs must be kept under effective control at all
times. You must keep your dog on a short lead
between 1 March and 31 July and all year round
near farm animals.

described as ‘amateur naturalists’ and are from an era

✻ Camping, fishing, barbeques, motorcycles,
horses and cycles are not allowed. Cycles are
permitted on the designated route only at
Hatfield and horses by permit only at Hatfield.

or national inventories comes from, the vast majority

✻ Do not leave valuables in your car.

the opportunity to make new discoveries of local or

when the New Frontier was the Natural World. There
were few ‘professionals’. If one considers where most
of the primary data in museums, local records centres
has been provided by extremely competent ‘amateurs’
who study particular groups of animals and plants
purely out of curiosity, for enjoyment, and perhaps for

✻ Danger deep water. No swimming.

national significance.

✻ Snakes live here. Do not touch them.

Professionals include academics, who dig deep into

✻ Prepare for your visit by wearing suitable
outdoor clothing – you will need to wear stout
shoes or wellingtons.
Please follow the Countryside Code
✻ Be safe, plan ahead and follow any signs.
✻ Leave gates and property as you find them.
✻ Protect plants and animals and take your
litter home.
✻ Keep dogs under effective control.
✻ Consider other people.
Facilities
✻ There are toilets on Hatfield Moors at
the Boston Park car park but
none at Thorne Moors – the
nearest being in the town.

the detail, perhaps specialising on DNA. Much of this
information has become available on the internet,
but many studies containing primary information lie
forgotten; at best some form the basis of papers in
journals difficult to access and rarely see the light of
day. Local libraries occasionally hold offprints, but
increasingly the world of academic publication is a
closed and esoteric one. Despite these problems it is
possible to track down original academic works but
consultancy presents different problems. How many
surveys on behalf of developers provide species and
habitat detail to the Local Record Centres through
the planning system? A shortage of expertise means
many records remain unvalidated and have insufficient
useful detail.
Expertise comes with experience and that is acquired
through dedicated attention to detail. In excess of 5000

invertebrate species are found on our Moors, plus Flora,
Fungi and vertebrates – quite some catalogue to work
through. New species are regularly added and a few are
only known in Britain from our Moors. One is a species
new to the UK, Streptanus okanensis, added in 2012,
what next and who will find it?
Members of the Thorne and Hatfield Moors Conservation
Forum study all aspects of the natural history of the
Humberhead Levels. One key output is our publications,
currently around forty, which provide information and
interpretation across a range of scientific disciplines.
An Inventory of the Invertebrates of Thorne & Hatfield
Moors by Skidmore (2006) and Thorne Moors A Botanical
Survey of Thorne Moors by McDonald and Wall (2014)
bring together records of particular groups, providing
the reader, amateur and academic, with a wealth of
information on the species and habitats of Thorne &
Hatfield Moors. Readers wishing to obtain copies of both
can do so for £10 (a BOGOF offer) from the Thorne Times
office. Limited numbers of both remain.
Helen R Kirk, Executive Secretary
Thorne and Hatﬁeld Moors Conservation Forum

To receive future issues of Moor Space
contact us at moorspace@yahoo.com

How do I contribute to Moor Space?
We’d like you to tell us what you think – your
concerns and also what you enjoy about the
Moors so we can focus on the right subjects
in each issue and seek out the most useful
information for you the reader. We welcome
other points of view, providing they are
constructive and supported by facts.
Contact as above marking for the attention
of the Moor Space Editor.

On the trail of the gabble-ratchet
If you were walking on Hatfield Moors last summer

Nightjars are mostly found on heathlands and in clear

and bumped into a line of hot and weary people,

fells in forestry plantations, but they would go largely

struggling through the heather with a line of rope,

unnoticed if it wasn’t for the males’ bizarre, territorial

you may have thought something strange was going on.

calls, known as ‘churring’ – listen on BBC Radio 4’s

And it was, for 2015 was the first year of a collaborative

Tweet of the Day,

project between Natural England, the University of York

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b020tnrx

and local volunteers to undertake an in-depth study of
nightjar on the Humberhead Peatlands National
Nature Reserve.

Nightjars roost on sparsely vegetated ground during
the day, hidden thanks to their ﬂawless camouﬂage.
Then at dusk they set out to forage on moths and other

The nightjar goes by many names, from the local

insects, which they catch on the wing or from perches

Yorkshire ‘gabble-rachet’ to the ‘goatsucker’, after

near the ground. Nightjars don’t make a recognisable

its scientific name of Caprimulgus europaeus,

nest, they just occupy a patch on the ground, usually

(say it like this: Capry-mul-gus euro-pay-us!). Nightjars

close to moss, dead leaves and birch twigs.

are weird and mysterious birds. They only visit our
shores between May and September, before returning
to their wintering grounds in southern Africa.

A rope dragging session © Richard Smith

A team effort!
Studying the elusive and nocturnal nightjar is certainly
not easy, so collaboration has been vital. Dr Kathryn
Arnold heads a team from the University of York and
Lucy Ryan, a doctoral student, is leading efforts on
the ground for the next three years.
The nightjar team searched for nests in 2015 and that’s
where the rope came in. With the help of volunteers
to form a cordon, Lucy drew a rope over the top of the
vegetation to ﬂush sitting birds – one way of locating
nests in large expanses of heather. Of the initial, draining
fieldwork, Lucy said, “It is hard work – the Reserve is
incredibly large and complex and coupled with the birds’
European nightjar

amazing camouﬂage, this makes it all the more difficult
but all the more rewarding when we do find a nest!”.
A little piece of technical wizardry has also helped: state

Why are we studying nightjar?

-of-the-art satellite trackers. These weigh less than 2g

The LIFE+ Project is restoring parts of the Moors

where a nightjar forages, every three minutes for up to a

damaged by industrial peat extraction, which ended
in 2004. To understand how the project is progressing,
we’re carrying out scientific monitoring of the restoration
work. This includes finding out more about nightjars on

each and have allowed us, almost magically, to pinpoint
week at a time! Tracking a bird requires catching it twice,
once to fit the tag and then again to recover the device
– a tall order when working in the dark!

the Reserve because it holds a substantial proportion
of Britain’s breeding population. For this reason, the
Reserve is considered one of Europe’s ‘jewels in the
crown’ among wildlife sites and it is designated as a
‘Natura 2000’ site.
In 2015 we wanted to find out where nightjars fed, both
on and off the Reserve, and where they nested. When
the mire is restored, nightjars should feed more over the
previously milled peat, as it becomes naturally colonised
by vegetation. Although the Moors will get wetter overall,
there will still be plenty of places for the nightjar to nest,
as there are ample areas of heathland and woodland.

Volunteers planning the next rope
dragging location © Richard Smith

Lastly, local volunteers have provided essential

In addition, five nests were found, showing where

experience and skills for tagging birds and for nest

nightjars are choosing to nest. These initial successes

searching. Janet Canning, the Volunteer Coordinator,

in the project reﬂect the dedication of the nightjar

said “Our wonderful volunteers make a tremendous

team, of which Kathryn Arnold said, “Researchers at the

input to all areas of work at the NNR – they are

University of York have been delighted to work with such

really invaluable to this project, with on the ground

a knowledgeable and keen group of volunteers

assistance and knowledge and it will reap many

– this work would not be possible without them.”

rewards in the future.”

Results so far…
The nightjar team laboured, literally, day and night

By September, the entire nightjar team were ready for
a well-earned rest. Now they have the 2016 field season
to look forward to, let the preparations begin!

between mid-June and August. Four nightjars were
tagged and recovered, revealing a treasure trove of
information and shining a light on what the Reserve’s
nightjar are doing. While birds tended to forage in and
around their breeding territories, on the Reserve, they
also made long trips into the surrounding countryside.
We think they might have been ‘eating out’ at
particularly good insect ‘restaurants’ – something
to explore in future seasons.
Walkers looking out for nightjar at last year’s event
© Stephen Brandreth

How you too can see nightjars at the peatlands
During late June and early July, Janet Canning, one of the
Reserve Managers, with Reserve volunteers lead twilight
guided walks to see nightjars in the best spotting areas
of the heathland. Of 2015, Janet said “Over three nights
we had fantastic sightings of nightjar this year – best
ever viewings and we welcomed almost 60 people on the
walks.” This year’s walks will be on Thursday 23rd and
Tuesday 28th June 2016 starting at 9pm. See details in
the Walks and Events coming up section.
Facebook “f ” Logo

Map to show nightjar foraging trips
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Follow the Humberhead Peatlands National
Nature Reserve on
http://www.facebook.com/humberheadpeatlands
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How do I get to
Humberhead Peatlands NNR?

0

Epworth
5km

Contact Doncaster Tourist Information
on 01302 734309.
Crowle is served by rail and bus. Contact Brigg
Tourist Information on 01652 657053.
Hatfield Woodhouse and Wroot villages are
served by a limited bus service.

Walks and Events coming up
Sat 7 May 5.30am – Dawn Chorus on Hatfield Moors
– approx. 2 miles at stroller pace drinking in the morning’s
experience provided by our feathered friends. A light
breakfast of tea/coffee and crumpets will be provided at
the end of the walk. No charge but donations welcome.
Booking is essential.
18 May 6.30pm – evening walk on Hatfield Moors – approx.
4-5 miles at strider pace. Meet at Boston Park car park,
SE 683 048. No need to book.

25 May 6.30pm – evening walk on Thorne Moors – approx.
4-5 miles at strider pace. Meet at Recreation Ground car
park, Moorends – end of Grange Road, DN8 4NA.
No need to book.
23 and 28 June 9pm – Nightjar walks on Hatfield Moors
– approx. 3-4 miles. Booking is essential.
Call 07766 420290 to book where stated

Contacts
Moor Space is produced and edited by a Steering Group who
can be contacted at moorspace@yahoo.com
The Steering Group includes representatives of the
following organisations:
North Lincolnshire Council – Own and manage land on Crowle
Moors and maintain access to this and other land nearby.
Contact: 01724 729000 ✻ environmenteam@northlincs.gov.uk
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council – Publicises access
to and around the Moors.
Contact: 01302 736000 ✻ publicrightsofway@doncaster.gov.uk
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust – Owns land on Crowle Moors and
manages it as a Nature Reserve.
Contact: 01507 526667 ✻ info@lincstrust.co.uk
Natural England – Natural England owns land on Thorne Moors,
Goole Moors and Hatfield Moors. It is all part of the Humberhead
Peatlands National Nature Reserve.
Contact Senior Reserve Manager: 07827 280405.
www.gov.uk/natural-england
Thorne & Hatfield Moors Conservation Forum – Prioritises
science and publishes research, see website for list of
publications. It also campaigns on issues affecting the
conservation of the Moors.
www.thmcf.org and see also thmcf.wordpress.com
Contact: execsec@thmcf.org
Restoring the Humberhead Peatlands – LIFE+ Project
(LIFE13NAT/UK/000451) – Funding from the European Union’s
Biodiversity and Nature Programme (EU LIFE+), Doncaster
East Internal Drainage Board and Natural England is helping
the restoration of lowland raised mires of Thorne and
Hatfield Moors
Contact: Humberhead.Peatlands@naturalengland.org.uk
JBA – Is a multi-disciplinary environmental and engineering
consultancy specialising in wetland ecology, river restoration and
the management of water with offices throughout the UK,
Ireland and in the Far East.
Contact: Kieran Sheehan on 01302 720313
kieran.sheehan@jbaconsulting.com
FRONT COVER IMAGES: Main Image: Packards South on Hatfield Moors
Small Left: A group of volunteers sharing their experience as part of the John Muir Award
Small Right: Mulcher in action on Belton Moor © Ed Brightman.
See That’s Life News article inside

